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Reviews Marathon: West End

Issue 29, January & February 2009. See the entire magazine online here.

ArtReview set four critics the task of reviewing as many London exhibitions as was humanly
possible in one week. A hundred shows seen and rated in a seven days? Work it! Here's part
three, from the West End, by J.J. Charlesworth.

Jia Jia Wang, Home, Home Again
Alexandre Pollazzon Ltd
Jia Jia Wang manages to express a sense of quizzical foreboding about what urban society is
supposed to be, in big canvases full of loose, confident patchwork clouds of colour, which
resolve themselves as sort-of landscapes populated by cute, mute faces. You might be
interested by Jia Jia Wang's Chinese roots, and that might tell you something about these
paintings' vague echoes of the Chinese landscape tradition, but their sentiment is properly
rooted in the present; the little faces survey a world of borderline colour chaos, and as
patches of colour with no arms and legs, there's little they can do except look on. Like us.
There's a kind of honest infantilism in these starey little monads looking cartoon-perplexed
at a land made up of cascades of consumer objects – pizzas and frying pans in some
paintings, a battleship in another, walls, houses, ladders. The titles suggest an obscure
sense of threat – What if the world were to end? or There's no use of hiding, how'd ya like
that? (both 2008) – but with no payoff and all momentum halted. Wang's scenes of almost-
protagonists capture the voyeuristic indifference that characterises much contemporary
experience, as in, 'If it's not happening to me, it's not happening'.

Louise Hopkins, Harness Mummery
Schnelle
It's striking how much meaning contemporary artists manage to cram into the least of
gestures. Louise Hopkins's show is mostly made up of framed pages from consumer
catalogues that have been crudely painted over in muddy acrylic, with bits of illustrative,
cartoony passages that variously transplant the already-there printed objects of desire into
scenarios of bathetic humour. It does more than it suggests – a page of what look like
wedding or engagement rings is painted with a wobbly hand whose fingers end up severed,
but with the truncated fingers sticking through the lovely rings. Another page of useful-
looking office drawer units are reworked so that they appear to be lodged at different points
along a zigzagging intestinal tract. Comedy's triumph over futility seems to be at stake
here: there is a map of the world, with all the land cut out and the absences painted the
same blue as the sea, a page of scissors snipping away at an encroaching grey mass and
workstation desks, repainted so that they form the torsos of angular human figures crawling
on all fours. She may be in the David Shrigley camp, but Hopkins has an intimate grasp of
the absurdity of recognising one's own ineffectuality, while still turning it into a weapon of
sorts. The knockout work here is a crumpled, flattened paper bag on which the facets and
creases have been highlighted in paint. It's a humble yet potent comment on why we bother
to paint anything – redundancy as a sort of redemption.

Philippe Parreno, October
Pilar Corrias
Down the road, and into the chic big space just opened by smart ex-Lisson, ex-Haunch of
Venison mover-shaker Pilar Corrias, with a chic Christmas tree by smart artist Philippe
Parreno. Everything is smart here. Even the doorbell talks to you in a chic automated lady-
voice, which is a groovy bit of over-detailing, but also irritating, though given that the
gallery was designed by Rem Koolhaas, you might expect this kind of finicketting over
something as basic as a buzzer. And while I'm at it, the phones here ring with the kind of
delicate crystalline sound you might expect fairies' wings to make as they hover, collecting
nectar or stardust or whatever it is fairies do with their time. There's a bit on the gallery
website that declares, 'Committed to the realisation and presentation of ideas, Pilar Corrias
seeks to reinstate the idea that the art object and its meaning exist before its market
value.' A statement I just can't help agreeing with, even though it's the kind of statement
that evaporates just as soon as you agree with it. I mean, what sort of gallerist would
declare that they were 'committed to the making of a great deal of money' and sought to
'stubbornly cling on to the idea that art and its meaning is entirely secondary to its market
value'? But I sense I'm being drawn into some weird, chic artworld dinner-party trap, with
the artist and the gallerist just smiling pleasantly in a who-is-this-idiot kinda way. Parreno's
jovially exaggerated Christmas tree in painted cast aluminium, which is titled For Eleven
Months of the Year It's an Artwork and in December It's Christmas (2008), seems to be
doing a lot of chic smiling; institutional context, art-versus-object value, some piss-taking of
Koons: it's got all the angles covered. It's even got its own musical score, displayed on the
wall nearby. So asking whether for 11 months of the year it costs the same as an artwork,
and in December it costs the same as a Christmas tree, would, I feel, be met only with
haughty disdain from the exceptionally well dressed front desk girl. Downstairs there's a
bunch of work by some other artists, dominated by some hanging tube lights wrapped in
multicoloured streamers of Velcro tape by (in the loosest sense of a tube light wrapped in
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Velcro streamers being 'by' an artist) Tobias Rehberger. Question: do meaning and market
value exist before the art object? Hmm.

Florian Hecker
Sadie Coles HQ
Wrangling over the inert contradictions proposed by Parreno's artwork and/or Christmas
tree, I blunder up the stairs at 35 Heddon Street, past a gang of builders who are heaving
dozens of eight-foot sheets of tongue-and-groove chipboard up to some other floor in the
building. Silence as I enter the HQ gallery, which is installed with a cluster of white audio
speakers mounted on poles hanging from ceiling fixtures and two white flat-panel audio
speakers, hanging about four feet from each other. The whole installation looks like it
means business, and the gallery girl asks me if I'd like to hear the two pieces, to which I
reply, "Well, sure". What else would I want to do? Make my own fun? A couple of remote-
control fiddlings later and the gallery is filled with a brain-fucking electronic din. "I can see
why you had it turned off!" I yell cheerfully over the ear-melting tumult of electro blatting,
squawking and noodling, to which she gives me a tired, strained smile, as if to say, "Yeah,
but you don't have to work here all day with it", to which, in my head, I shout, "Hey, I used
to work in a gallery like this, so I've done my time, sister!" To be fair to her, Florian
Hecker's Pentaphonic Dark Energy (2008) does sound like Stockhausen's Gesang der
Jünglinge (1955–6) retooled as a form of sensory-mind torture of the type used to break
errant spies in psychedelic-paranoid 1960s sci-fi. After a bit of this, we agree that maybe I
should listen to the other piece, which by contrast is easier and more about the space
between the two flat-panels, with facets of white noise moving gently around the room. For
some reason I decide to read Dan Fox's column in the November-December issue of Frieze
on my mobile phone, in which he plays on the idea of the 'content crunch'; Fox satirises how
the meaning of a moderately successful artist's art is going to fizzle away into self-doubt
and uncertainty now that the art-market party's over. I muse on the skit I wrote in
ArtReview's Power 100 November issue about the 'credibility crunch', about how market
value is usually set by art's importance, but that this ends up feeding itself: where money
starts investing in money, rather than in the business of making things. And art money
starts investing in what art already means, rather than what it might… I leave the Hecker to
the gallery girl, and head for the exit, passing the builders who are still carrying the
chipboard sheets up the stairs. Maybe it's actually a piece by Santiago Sierra – I wonder
how much it costs.

Jehangir Sabavala, Ricorso
Aicon Gallery
Sabavala – according to Niru Ratnam, just appointed as Aicon's London director and
cheerfully waving me around his new domain – is now in his eighties, and a big deal in
India, with his attachment to rustic landscapes and the unchanging traditions of Indian life
given shape in an equally comfortable, old-fashioned modern style. There are two types of
painting in this show of works from the last two years. The best are intriguing landscapes
structured according to an underlying grid, in which the subject is broken down into
simplified, interlocking shapes and sweeping, stylised line. There's a strain of cubist vision
here – which points to Sabavala's importance in the development of Modernism in India, or
Indian Modernism, depending on your politics – but driven more by the possibilities of
pattern and rhythm to evoke vastness and vibrancy of the living landscape. Sabavala's
landscapes are engaging and filled with an idealising celebration of sunlight and rolling land,
but his fractured, faceting style runs into problems in his portraits of women, which are staid
in comparison; as if Sabavala cannot allow his figures and faces to break up, as if that
would be to violate their placid, introspective serenity. It's not every day you see such
wholesome concerns in a London gallery, though Sabavala's wholesomeness veers too easily
to self-satisfied naivety.

Samit Das
Delaye Saltoun
Unlike Sabavala’s antiquated idealisation of a bygone India, Samit Das's work is preoccupied
with the experience of change that you might expect from an Indian artist in his thirties who
has previously studied in London and who now lives in Delhi. On show are a group of
framed collages and assemblages mixing laser prints, photographs and laser-etched
Perspex, which combine fragments of images from the architectural cacophony and
dilapidation of India’s big conurbations. The sensation is of dislocation and intense
concentration, of fading, bleached-out images of dusty urban entropy and shiny glass-and-
steel renewal. Alongside these, a series of photographs presents the dense, overwhelming
noise of stuff that is everyday life in contemporary India: electrical supply boxes on a
crumbling plaster facade; limes stacked in rows atop highball glasses; and a whole series of
Hindu idols, vivid pink and green and blue faces, taken in up-close and focusing also on
their peeling paint and bedraggled hair. The supposed perfection of these Indian aesthetic
and religious traditions is only sustained by the myth of the enduring, unchanging habits of
everyday life, but even these, Das's photographs seem to point out, now feel the pressure of
time and change; like everything in India, busy remaking itself, democratically, chaotically,
in a hurry.

Catherine Opie, The Blue of Distance
Stephen Friedman Gallery
The big chilly slab of Stephen Friedman Gallery is a good space for Catherine Opie's new
photographs, taken in the further reaches of Alaska. A series of large framed photographs
stretches the length of the front gallery, depicting a seascape whose horizon is made up of
low, dark, mountainous shores, their summits lost in grey cloud. There's a sort of spatial
shift from one image to the next, but with no particular order to it, so that these
anonymous landmasses seem to draw closer in one image, or slip past in another, under a
dank, overcast sky. The effect of this subtle incoherence in the point of view is extended in
another series in the back gallery. The rocky shore of some glacier-cut fjord or bay is seen
at different points along its length, on a sunny day, in sequence, as if the camera were
shooting from a passing boat. One expects a clear 'filmstrip' transition from one image to
the next, but reference points in one don’t quite turn up where you think they should in
another. It's a trick of lenses and the rambling indistinctness of the landscape, but its effect
is to make one slip from a sense of recognition to one of disorientation, touching on the
apparently uncolonised, untouched strangeness of this part of the United States, and yet
acknowledging that this scenery is in no way remote or unreachable. In a separate print, a
group of hardy bathers are seen mooching at the foot of a gigantic waterfall, a vast ice floe
looming round the corner of the valley. They don't seem to be much bothered by the
awesome scene the photograph places them in – it is, after all, just another day for going
swimming. Opie's images touch on how the idea of the sublime has never quite fitted with
America's relentless domestication of its territorial expanses. In the US, the sublime is a
place you drive to for a picnic, and Opie's calm, unsentimental observation of all the
marginal places and people that make up her country take us beyond the clichés that are so
often mistaken for its reality.

Robert Polidori, Versailles – Transitional States
Flowers Central
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Though I try to like them, I'm left a bit cold by Robert Polidori's sumptuous and intelligent
large-scale photographs of the palace of Versailles. Polidori masterfully focuses on the
unnoticed aspects of the fabric of the palace’s interior – the wood panelling of a room as a
portrait of some noblewoman looks on, the wall-covering between two paintings where
another has been removed for conservation. Polidori's impeccable eye surveys a space now
utterly redundant, which now is the subject of endless care, renovation, restoration, the
never-ending task of halting time and decay. There's a scathing humour hidden among this
high-end photography – in a number of images, grand portraits of French kings and other
nobs are seen leaning up against walls, or turned on their sides, shunted around like cattle
while rooms are redecorated. Louis XIV's red-heeled shoes and stockinged shins are all one
sees of Hyacinthe Rigaud's famously sycophantic portrait of the Sun King, while the red of
Louis's legs is picked up in the red breeches of the troops in some battle painting, with a
soldier in the foreground nursing his wounded shin. It's a humour that sees all of past
grandeur as merely vanity – even the posterity of kings is a crate in a museum, Polidori
seems to suggest. And yet I can't get over how splendid, and how vain, these immaculate
photographs themselves are. But perhaps that’s a problem for their collectors, not me, and
perhaps that’s the point.

Bill Woodrow, Oscillator
Waddington Galleries
Straight across the road, at Waddington, is a show of new sculptures and paintings by Bill
Woodrow, an old-school favourite for me. The Revelator sculptures (2006) are made up of
angular, irregular coloured bases on which rest a tangled framework of what would have
been spindly branches but are now joined and cast in bronze, like a crackling fizz of arrested
electricity. Suspended inside these weird trellises are the busts of beardy, baldy men who
look a little like Greek philosophers. The Informer sculptures (also 2006) are more extended
spindly frames, whose branches skewer and suspend the form of an open book. Unlike so
much sculpture around today, Woodrow's objects are not paralysed by the desire to make it
clear to you exactly what they mean, preferring to allow connections to be made between
elements that generate their own – perhaps poetic – sense. The plinth-like bases, for
example, tend to echo the volume and shape of the branch-work, offering a relationship
between solid mass and immaterial movement which can be felt as much as described. And
both the heads of these 'thinkers' and the books convey some sense of another order of
experience – of thinking or writing – which is a little like how we look at these sculptures:
we experience the world and then we try to reflect on it. I'd like to talk more about the
paintings, but it's time to go.

Window display
Grosvenor Gallery / Grosvenor Vadehra
I've barely made it south of Piccadilly, into the overstuffed Bentley-and-Bolly realm of
Mayfair, but much as I'd love to step into the Grosvenor Gallery, which seems to mix shows
of trad modern art with those of more contemporary Indian artists… I just can't. You see,
there's a small framed painting, on one of those dainty presentation easels, standing in the
window. The painting is a portrait… of a clown… who is looking… sad. I'm not kidding.

Toby Ziegler, The Liberals
Simon Lee
Toby Ziegler’s signature use of CGI-like polyhedral 'nets' for his sculptures and paintings
goes lo-fi at Simon Lee. Two huge cardboard constructions, roughly painted up in white
gesso, are a simplified rendition of that hideous ornament of middlebrow taste, the pair of
Victorian porcelain dogs, and they guard Ziegler's show like sentinels. So who are these
Liberals anyway? Are they, for example, the curvy naked girls who seem to be indulging in a
bit of spanking in Ziegler's woozily shadowy paintings? It's hard to make them out, as
Ziegler's counterintuitive patterning traces their contours rather than their outlines, as if
they were bound with black ribbon – sleazily, post-ironically sexy. Another sculpture,
Resistance Equipment (all works 2008), is a sort of tree construction of interconnecting
minty-green shapes that look uncannily like a truncated female torso-and-legs. Yet another,
Victoria, is a sort of blackish pyramid that apes the form of all those memorial statues of
Queen Victoria in her old age – a matronly, mournful edifice of imperial pomp. Between all
these, Ziegler seems to be playing with the impasse of being conscious about 'bad' taste
while then pandering to the 'good' taste of the contemporary art spectator – reducing the
modernist sculpture to a joke about the 'body sculpting' of the gym club or casually
neutralising traditionalist tastes through their disdainful appropriation and still making it
seem attractive. What's nicely unhealthy about Ziegler's show is how it manages to present
itself as a temple celebrating the sensibilities of those Liberals who project their values into
'contemporary' art – cool, sexy, monied, indifferent – while hedging bets that we'll all soon
be agreeing that the party's over.

Andres Garcia Ibanez, Los Putrefactos
Halcyon Gallery Bruton Street
Although entering Halcyon's Bruton Street gallery is like stepping onto the set of an Agatha
Christie mystery – oak panelling, open fires, lots of marble – Ibáñez's paintings manage to
stand their ground. So, Ibáñez clearly doesn't like Spanish Catholic religious life, and clearly
does like very good looking women. His scathing and often surreal portraits of manolas, the
black-clad women of Spanish Easter parades, and scenes that mix Christian iconography of
masochistic, white-hooded penitentes with images of military dictators and fascist juntas
occupy the ground floor. But elsewhere, the Altarpieces (2007–8) – eight-foot, ornately
framed head-to-toe portraits that line the spiral stairs at Bruton Street – are essentially an
excuse to paint lots of very attractive women in very nice clothes. Ibáñez also likes high
heels, preferably very pointy. Clearly, this is a man who is an expert at producing strong,
contemporary figurative subjects: as equally at home doing obvious satirical commentary art
about how Spanish traditionalism is crap as he is producing opulent, upper-class fashionista
wish-fulfilment paintings for the very wealthy. He’s even got his own museum, which, him
being thirty-seven and getting to paint good-looking women all the time, makes me ever so
slightly jealous.

Richard Serra, Drawing
Gagosian Gallery Davies Street
In the bizarre little shopfront outpost that Gagosian has chosen to establish in Davies Street
(could it be where they send Gagosian staff to work as a punishment for not hitting their
monthly sales targets?), there are some drawings by Richard Serra. They are big square
sheets of paper, with thick black paintstick all over them in wide, thick tracks. Far be it from
me to stain the good name of one of the world's major artists, but these come across as
total bollocks. They look like Serra had an assistant make them using a golf cart and a
bucket of tar, reeling round the studio while Serra shouts, "Faster! Faster! Left a bit! Right a
bit!" at the same time as trying to snort caviar and diamond-dust through a cigar. But so
what? I don’t care. Nobody else cares. Perhaps Gagosian Davies Street is the art gallery
equivalent of flypaper, just hanging around waiting for collectors to get stuck to the art.

Susan Hiller, Proposals and Demonstrations
Timothy Taylor Gallery
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Just when you thought that commercial galleries were only capable of presenting gormless
commodity-luxury baubles for dickhead collectors to put in the entrance hall/on the wall
above the sofa, etc, etc, along comes Timothy Taylor with a storming show of complicated,
clever multimedia shenanigans by Susan Hiller. Pointless trying to explain it all here, apart
from these being a mini-mini-retrospective of museumsellable works that outline Hiller’s
persistent enquiry into the borderline between the rational and the irrational, the modern
and the occult, the seen and the unseen. Magic Lantern (1987) is a knockout piece, with its
mesmeric slideshow and strange monologue about voices heard in the ether. Other pieces
go back to the 1970s, and there’s a three-screen videowork of dots moving slowly around
various two-dimensional mazes, which sounds dull but is instead hypnotic and threatening.
Why is it veteran artists come across as that bit more ambitious than younger artists at the
moment? Am I being nostalgic for a time I don’t remember? Hiller’s insistence on probing
the space of irrationality, mysticism and belief might be something in the end that I don’t
much agree with, but the work, in its structure and ambition, is so immersed in its subject
that it remains compelling.

Julian Rosefeldt, The Ship of Fools
Max Wigram
Julian Rosefeldt's effortless and impeccable four-screen installation The Ship of Fools (2007)
brings his split-screen, multi-threaded narrative to bear on an altogether more romantic
scene than much of his earlier works. First: a moonlit nightscene in some woods full of
barking, howling Alsatians. Second: dawn in a swampy wood, in which a skinhead with Nazi
tattoos across his back contemplates the scene, then strips to the waist and slowly wanders
further and further into the black waters, disappearing into the murk as the sun peeks above
the forest in the distance. Third: a female singer in a white dress sings to a seated audience
in an ornate room. The camera tracks outside to view a wooded road and an approaching
car. The chauffeur steps out to open the door for a man in a long black coat and hat, who
proceeds to walk to the edge of an adjacent lake in the evening sun, where he stands
contemplating the scene, then revealing, as if by magic, a bird of prey, which perches on his
hand until he releases it. Fourth: a seascape seen from a woody shore on a sunny day. A
walker with his back to us stands and watches as a cruise boat approaches from the
distance. As it nears and rumbles past, we see that its top deck is crammed with people
waving large German flags. Rosefeldt's merging of German Romanticism and German
reality, of Caspar David Friedrich encountering the symbols of a fractured, damaged history
(Nazi, neo-Nazi, the modern German flag, perhaps even an indication of Jewish history in
the vaguely Hasidic black-hat-and-coat figure), plays out a desire to ignore all this dead-
weight of culture and history, and to disappear into that worn-out Romantic desire of the
flight into nature. There are no solutions and no respite to be found there, either, though:
only darkness and howling dogs.

Phillip Allen, Sloppy Cuts No Ice
Approach W1
Much as I like Phil Allen's paintings, this solo show of new work doesn't really steer much
away from what he's known for. If you've liked what you've seen Allen do previously, you'll
like this. If you don't like what he does, then, well, I’m sorry about that. But I like it, so
that’s good for me. And with the exception of the press release, which seems to have been
written by the International Academy for Extreme Curating's second year Scrabble team
and/or Cryptography taskforce, it's a heartwarming experience.

Sista Pratesi, New Thought Unity
Gimpel Fils
I drop in at Gimpel Fils just as they are finishing installing Pratesi’s paintings. Modishly
retro, certainly, Pratesi's grey-brown palette conjures a world of faceless, elegant Deco-ish
females with black empty eyes, alongside canvases of jewel-like cascading geometries, all in
twilight tones of bronze, amber and grey. These apparently draw inspiration from Aldous
Huxley's novel Island (1962), about an imagined utopian society of enlightened humans
secluded from the world: the group of women seem similarly distant, almost superhuman.
Whatever crystals they’ve been taking, it’s had an effect. Pratesi’s approach is part of a
growing nostalgia among a current generation of artists for the more esoteric histories of
Modernism, for a world in which the occult and the mystical are fused with utopian visions of
radically different societies, and for secluded communities withdrawn from the troubles of
the ordinary world – and Huxley is an apt figurehead for this 'other' trajectory of wayward
Modernism. Pratesi’s women, with their high-achiever elegance, might also tap a vein of Ayn
Randish ultra-individualism. These are feminist Fountainheads, looking back at us in our
battered present from the serene and quite impotent confines of their perfect future.

Rafael Lozano-Hemer
Haunch of Venison
Lozano-Hemmer's intelligent and very human techno-interactive geek-wizardry scores highly
for how it retools and upgrades the familiar feedback techniques of multimedia art in
response to the common experience of a contemporary society deeply penetrated by a
culture of digital surveillance and the individual's integration into network-mediated forms of
information and sociality. Plus you can wave your arms around and the art does stuff in
response, which is fun. It's a winning formula. There's a sort of 'time-mirror' screen that
watches you watching it and plays back and cross-fades clips of other people who were
standing earlier on where you are now. There are two plasma screens that remain black
until you approach, at which point hands appear, facing you in greeting (or warning), and
turn to follow you around. There's a big wall installation of interconnecting illuminated tubes
with press-button microphone boxes at either end, but everyone in the gallery is too shy to
try it out. And there’s a massive video installation upstairs, the whole wall filled with a grid
of 'talking head' US and Mexican news presenters. As you get in the way of the sensors,
your digital 'shadow' appears as a slight lightening of the images, allowing you to hear the
speakers as well as see them. Lozano-Hemmer's feel-good interactivity may be a crowd-
pleaser, but it manages to invent a poetry of information that positively encourages the
audience's self-conscious reflection on the nature of the content and of their interaction.
There's a 'pulse-tank' in the last room, which is supposed to translate your heartbeat into
ripples in the shallow water of the tank, but I don’t get to play with this one, because the
gallery assistant has just switched it off: closing time.

Borderlines
Le Violon Bleu
Le Violon Bleu represents artists from a North African diaspora, it being the London outpost
of a gallery set up in Tunisia. The art, then – a modest group exhibition – draws on the
experiences of the Near and Middle East. Most of the work is very easy on the eye, invested
in craft and high finish, and essentially portable and decorative. Raja Aissa's seductive
photographic self-portraits of her posing nude, but with the image then wrapped under
gauze to make her tantalisingly obscured and out of reach (she 'clearly' has a good body),
are a good example of the underlying aesthetic economy of the gallery.

Mondongo
Maddox Arts
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Possibly the weirdest work I've seen on this particular expedition. Huge framed images
made out of what looks like rivers of writhing Plasticine or Fimo modelling paste, but which
turns out to be, well, let's allow the artists, an Argentinian collective called Mondongo, to
explain. 'A favoured medium is food, freeze-dried and vacuum-sealed in layers of resin,
everything from slabs of meat to Oreo biscuits and Ritz crackers. It's all about the lowest
common denominator of consumer living – trinkets, cookies, sausages, jelly babies: the
work revels in the tawdry and the grotesque.' And what of the images? 'At Maddox Arts we
see cats’ heads on human bodies, posed pornographically in a forest; a portrait made up of
a mass of images of a baby girl; an image of a girl whose face is made from plasticine
'breasts', raised in higher relief around her forehead, chin and cheeks, with pointilliste
plasticine dots marking out the nose, mouth and eyes.' Mondongo's work is about as Popart-
punchingly in your face as you're likely to get, and reflects a part of the artworld in which
sensationalism, eccentricity and mass-culture aesthetics have fused, triumphing over the
snooty, intellectualised good taste of the 'proper' artworld, with all its clever critique,
pseudopolitics and designer clothes. This doesn’t mean I like these crazy, ham-fisted craft-
obsessed monstrosities… but I do like an artworld where such things can exist, even if many
would rather they didn’t.
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